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God and Aristotelian Ethics

Brian Donohue

1. Introduction

take a form called neo-Aristotelian, harking back to the best-

our human nature….

This means that they [i.e., Aristotelians] are rejecting…possi-

1

—
Scuola di Atene in which is depicted an otherworldly Plato, at odds with a 
this-worldly Aristotle. Annas and other neo-Aristotelians consider Aristotle 
the original ethical naturalist because in the early stages of  Nicomachean Ethics 

2 -

1  Virtue Ethics, Old 
and New, ed. 

2  -
Complete 

Works of  Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  71, no. 

Nicomachean Ethics
-

ham, trans., Athenian Constitution. Eudemian Ethics. Virtues and Vices

Tredennick and G. Cyril Armstrong, trans., Metaphysics: Books 10–14. Oeconomica. Mag-
na Moralia -
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS66

human good.3 Thus, they 

rather than -
gious or metaphysical theory.”

Now there are numerous problems with this depiction of  Aristo-
-

grounds (portions of) his account of  ethics on his own metaphysical theory. 

underpinning ethics. It is admittedly not clear what role God might play in 
Nicomachean Ethics countenanc-

es God only with regards to the conclusion within his discussion of  the life 
-

arete

NE 

On the Soul. Parva Naturalia. On Breath

3  

Proceedings of  the 
Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy -
house, On Virtue Ethics

-
baum, and Philippa Foot (in addition to the authors already cited) foremost represen-

-
ism in Metaethics,” European Journal of  Analytic Philosophy The Stanford 
Encyclopedia of  Philosophy

§4.1 

that Aristotle is a naturalist, but (contra Annas) notes that this does not preclude 
The Development of  

Ethics: A Historical and Critical Study From Socrates to the Reformation

naturalism, see T.H. Irwin, The Development of  Ethics: A Historical and Critical Study
3, From Kant to Rawls
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deliberation about what could be otherwise. This holds all the more for the 

-
tions (NE 

godlike life of  the sort discussed in Nicomachean Ethics
 As a response to this typical reading, I will argue that God plays 
an indispensable role in Aristotelian ethics as a whole, and that some key 
features of  Aristotelian ethics hinge upon features of  his account of  God. 

4 The presupposition 

-
-

 (§

(§5).

-

which he turned recurrently in his works (most often, too, at the pinnacle of  
his treatises). That he returned to these discussions I take as indication that 
they are central, not peripheral, issues to the mind of  Aristotle.

2. Acting for the Sake of

To understand how the theoretical functioning of  intellect is important for 

4  See, for instance, Hursthouse, On Virtue Ethics, 218.
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS68

kalon (the translation 
of  which is addressed below), which is discerned in contemplation (theoria), 

kalon 
detail the sense of  the term kalon
functioning of  the intellect, not its practical functioning, is responsible for 
apprehending the kalon.

within his principal work on the philosophy of  psychology, De Anima (hence-
forth, DA). In DA 

orekton). By 
nous) 
DA 

nous is taken broadly to en-
compass imagination (phantasia), and thus to include animals lacking nous in 

-

wanting (orexis boulesis
or baser desires for the immediate, sensible, or (merely) apparent good (what 
Aristotle designates with the terms thumos and epithumia). It would be appro-

5 It is crucial to note that 
-

ception of  action. For Aristotle, actions occur in the space spanning the ap-

NE 3.7 

The apprehension of  the thing wanted is not (as the contemporary debate 
frames it) a belief  about the thing wanted (e.g., the belief  that I want this 

 to be wanted), nor is it a desire for the 

5  -
Supplement to the Proceedings of  the Aristotelian Society -

chael Smith, The Moral Problem
Philosophical Perspectives, supplement, Noûs 38, no. 

Moral 
Luck
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object, which is a psychological consequence of  apprehending the object, not 

rather assume it.
 In NE -

kalon. Each is a manner in 
which an object of  desire can appear good or suitable to an agent (i.e., can 

the sake of  the kalon, and acting repetitiously for the sake of  the kalon is what 
kalon and pro-

kalon is no easy task.

3. Acting for the Kalon

The Greek word kalon
and no single English word can encapsulate its full connotation. Nonethe-

6) To sidestep the disad-

kalon
correlate” for many of  the key terms in Nicomachean Ethics (e.g., eudaimonia

kalon
it directly.7

of  recent literature has taken up the task of  delineating the concept of  kalon 
with greater precision, often by way of  describing features of  kalon implicit 
in his non-ethical works (e.g., Poetics and Rhetoric

kalon 
8

6  The Blackwell Guide 
to Nicomachean Ethics

7  Rhetoric 
both desirable for its own sake and also worthy of  praise; or that which is both good 

of  the conceptual details in obscurity.
8  -

le on Courage,” International Philosophical Quarterly
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS70

 This is not the place to enter into this debate, or to undertake a full 
kalon. At the same time, it is necessary to 

carry the argument forward so that we may acquire a notion of  kalon more 

To ascribe kalon to something is to ascribe to it not just any goodness, but 

an agent could err (NE -
tion of  kalon
that is marked by its grandeur (megethos
chosen for their usefulness, since useful things are chosen for the sake of  

kalon 
teleias

 In light of  the foregoing discussion, what does it mean for an action 
to be done for the sake of  kalon
of  that action as kalon, or sees the kalon in that object. The description under 
which an agent sees the object of  his action helps determine the way in which 

-

pleasant (NE 
may seem.9

as complete (teleias), grand (megethos), good and desirable in itself, pleasant 
on account of  its goodness, and worthy of  adulation—that is, under the 
description of  those characteristics Aristotle employs elsewhere to describe 
the kalon.10 kalon 
is an indispensable feature of  his account of  courage; that the courageous 
man chooses this death for the sake of  the kalon sets apart his action from 

-

kalon in the literature.
9  See Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 

man, who dies in battle,] would prefer a short period of  intense pleasure to a long 

10  See, for instance, Poetics 
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anger).11 It should be clear, then, that whether an agent apprehends the kalon 

4. Apprehending the Kalon

kalon

NE 1.2 

(the spoudaios
well-known archery metaphor Aristotle introduces in the opening lines of  
Nicomachean Ethics) this spoudaios
target (NE kalon, he must 

kalon in a course of  action, and that the spoudaios 

(kanon kai metron) for good and noble actions (NE 
kalon
then, enables the spoudaios to see the kalon
One might suggest that phronesis -
cause Aristotle claims that the phronimos (the practically wise person) delib-

(NE 
phronesis deals with the things leading up to the end, not the end itself  (NE 

-

 This last claim could be understood in two ways. On one interpreta-

to the truth about the end. M. F. Burnyeat interprets Aristotle in this manner 

it is the way we learn what is noble [kalon] and just.”12 But if  Burnyeat means 

problematic. From our earlier discussion, we know that the spoudaios
for the sake of  the kalon -
sponding state (hexis

kalon actions (it does), and if  
kalon actions are those done for the sake of  kalon 

kalon in order to 

11  

12  Essays on Aristo-
tle’s Ethics, ed. A.O. Rorty 
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS72

see the kalon, which is in turn requisite for acting for the kalon. Now Burnyeat 

kalon 
for oneself—in that sense, the habituation stemming from moral education 

kalon. Nonetheless, to clear obstacles to 
kalon

powers” of  intuiting the kalon.
-
-

-
kalon educator’s 

throughout his
, or else come to a stopping point, at which point we will need to 

kalon
-

borrow a note from Plato (Rep. 

-

phronesis. 
This suggestion may seem implausible, in part, because Aristotle makes 
much of  the distinction between theoretical intellect and practical intellect in 
Nicomachean Ethics 
of  theoretical wisdom (sophia) and practical wisdom (phronesis). On this dis-

turn lead us to conclude that the theoretical functioning of  the intellect has 
little to do with phronesis
 To diminish the implausibility of  my suggestion, we should consider 

-
prehending the kalon and acting for the kalon. Recall that nous (taken broadly) 

nous appre-
hends the object of  desire (in a rational agent, the object of  choice). The dif-

between ends, then, and the choice of  the right end hinges upon ascertaining 
the true character of  kalon (NE -

kalon, cannot be the work 
of  phronesis. Thus, although Aristotle claims in NE
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that knowledge (eidos) is the least important of  the requirements for moral 
nous

knowledge (episteme) is unimportant for phronesis (NE 
for the sake of  the kalon requires apprehension of  the kalon.

-
prehending actions, objects, or situations as kalon. In these cases, he suggests 
that the kalon is the object of  contemplation (theoria). In §3, I mentioned 

[kalon -

root as theoria kalon man-

kalon in the performance of  

-
tion (NE 
noble [kalon -

-

 Now since the object of  contemplation is the kalon, and the kalon 
is characteristically highly good and desirable, desire for the kalon follows 
naturally from contemplating the kalon. This is true so long as we follow the 

of  a thing as good or suitable. Furthermore, this desire for the kalon is pre-
cisely what we mean by acting for the sake of  kalon, which is characteristic of  

sake of  the kalon
of  kalon, which is the work of  theoretical—not practical—intellect. And that 

-
kalon in contemplation. 

kalon because the moral ed-
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS74

ucator or the legislator grasps the end rightly through knowledge. Aristotle 
Nicomachean Ethics and Politics

care must try to become capable of  legislating…if  anyone can do it, it is 
the man who knows [eidotos], just as in medicine…” (NE 

as
to do them for the sake of  kalon

kalon.13

5. God, the Object of Desire

kalon by the theo-

-
-

ly kalon horos) 
for the direction of  human action. These two claims about God appear more 

Ethics
within these passages, and then I will argue that the role of  God in Nicomache-
an Ethics

Metaphysics
orekton Met. 

shopping cart, but rather (they hope) will set your legs in motion toward 

Aristotle dubs the object of  lower appetite (epithumia phainom-

13  Pro-
trepticus (in fragments). If  my interpretation of  Nicomachean Ethics is correct, then 
Aristotle has not shifted positions drastically between these two works, wherein he 

practice in accordance with it. For as sight makes and shapes nothing…yet enables 

-
dance with it” (Aristotle, Protrepticus Complete Works of  Aristotle, 
ed. J. Barnes 
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enon) kalon bouleton kalon 
(bouleton de proton to on kalon)” (Met. 

-
kinei de hos eromenon

14 -
gage in thought (nous 
is best in itself ” (1072b18), and desire for God springs from this thinking, 

God directly as its object. This suggests straightforwardly that both God and 
kalon, and so the 

Eudemian Ethics 
(EE

So it is with the theoretic faculty [theoretikon]; for god is not an 
epitaktikos archon

which wisdom [phronesis] issues its commands [hou heneka he phro-
nesis epitattei]…. What choice, then, or possession of  the natural 
goods—whether bodily goods, wealth, friends, or other things—
will most produce the contemplation of  god [theou theorian] is best 
[malista]; this is the noblest standard [ho horos kallistos], but any that 

therapeuein] of  god is bad; this a man possesses in his 
soul, and this is the best standard for the soul [houtos tes psuches 
horos aristos]…. (EE

-
tion is the standard used to measure other goods. Aristotle means here not 

.), but for actions 
hou heneka) practical wisdom 

sakes, it is because they bear the mark of  the kalon that they are intrinsically 
desirable, and the kalon (I am arguing) is discerned in contemplation. Second, 
in the same passage (not quoted), Aristotle draws an analogy between health 

14  The cosmological scope of  this statement should not distract us. If  anyone 

then the broader claim is best bracketed for the present. In any case, the relation of  
human action to God seems unaffected by this worry. The description of  God as 
supremely kalon
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GOD AND ARISTOTELIAN ETHICS76

-

kalon, acting for contemplation, 

 These passages shed light on the ethical framework put forward in 
the Nicomachean Ethics. The distinction in Metaphysics ka-
lon kalon” recalls the distinction Aristotle draws in Nicomachean 
Ethics (NE 

spoudaios kalon. In Metaphysics -
er, he links acting for the sake of  the kalon more directly with desire for God 
as supremely kalon. It also suggests that thought of the highest object produces 
desire for
Eudemian Ethics 

phronesis 
issues its commands”), not only the object of  contemplation. Of  course, in 

kalon, and God is 
most kalon.

spoudaios has the wisdom to see the kalon
actions are performed; (b) God is described as that for the sake of  which 
phronesis issues actions; and (c) the contemplation of  God is called the kallistos 
standard for the soul; then the spoudaios, in contemplating God, not only mea-
sures his actions by the contemplation of  God, but also aims at God as that 

kalon kallistos, which is contemplation 

contemplation represents the temporary completion of  the pursuit of  kalon, 

De Anima (3.7.430b35), Aristotle 

the object known; the intellect that knows and the object known are one and 
the same. In a similar fashion, the contemplator at the close of  Nicomachean 
Ethics 
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6. Conclusion

-

kalon as an object of  desire. Then, I turned to a common interpretation of  
Nicomachean Ethics

-

of  kalon
-

-
ble the case for far greater amenability between God and Aristotelian ethics.15

—University at Buffalo

15  I wish to thank John M. Rist, Michael Krom, John F. Crosby, J.J. Sanford, 
Nathan Cornwell, Mark Erste, Jr., Jamie Cassata, and Jonathan Buttaci for their help-
ful and critical feedback on the ideas presented in this paper.


